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Spin generalization of the relativistic Calogero-Sutherland model is constructed by using the







model is exactly diagonalized by means of the Macdonald symmetric polynomials. The dynamical
density-density correlation function as well as one-particle Green function are evaluated exactly.
We also investigate the nite-size scaling of the model and show that the low-energy behavior is
described by the C = 1 Gaussian theory. The results indicate that the excitations obey the fractional
exclusion statistics and exhibit the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid behavior as well.
Recently, Yangian symmetry has been extensively studied [1{3] in the relation to the Calogero-Sutherland model
(CSM) [4], the Haldane-Shastry model (HSM) [5] as well as conformal eld theory (CFT). Especially, it is remarkable
that a new structure of CFT called spinon structure has been understood based on this symmetry [3]. This motived







). These modules are known to have a deep connection with integrable spin chain models [7].






) in the level-1 modules plays the same role as the Yangian in CFT. Namely the level-1
modules are completely reducible with respect to the level-0 action. However, no physical models related to this
level-0 symmetry have been discussed.
One of the purpose of this Letter is to propose a model having this symmetry. We consider the trigonometric limit of
the Ruijsnaars-Schneider model [8], which may be considered as a relativistic extension of CSM. Let 
j
(j = 1; 2; ::; N )
be the rapidity variables and x
j











. The model is described by the following















































































Here c being the speed of light and  2 R
>0
; g 2 Q. We normalize the mass equal to one. The model possesses








, and is Poincare invariant in the sense that the operators H; P , and B
satisfy the Poincare algebra:




































with identication  = 2=L, where L is the length of a ring on which particles are conned.
It is also known that the integrals of motions H
k
can be gauge transformed to the Macdonald operators [9]. Let
us dene new parameters p = e
 =c
, t = p
g





























































(p; t) are the Macdonald operators dened by [9]
D
k






















Now let us discuss a spin generalization of the model and clarify its quantum ane symmetry. The model we will
consider is essentially the trigonometric model discussed by Bernard et.al. [2]. But we here slightly modify it. Let
us consider the trigonometric solution R(z) [7] of the Yang-Baxter equation and the operator L
0i






























































also that the operators S
jj+1








































(z)   L
0N
(z): (10)
Then the operators R(z) and L
0
































) as well as to dene an integrable spin generaliza-











(j = 1; 2; ::; N   1) and y
j

























] = 0; (j; j + 1 6= k):























































Since the operators y
j























































































































































)v = 0 j = 1; 2; ::; N   1: (17)

































































































































































































































(z) in the power of z
 1












(k = 1; 2; ::; N ): (19)
Now we dene a model on F
N
by the following Hamiltonian
^








































b satisfy the Poincare algebra
(3). Furthermore, in the spin-less sector of F
N


















h, p^ as well as all the integrals of motion (19) of the model coincide with those of the relativistic


























where we made identication t = q
2









. We hence have
obtained the integrable spin generalization of the relativistic Calogero-Sutherland model and shown that it possesses









We next consider the diagonalization of the spin-less model and evaluate the dynamical correlation functions. The
diagonalization of the integrals of motion (2) can be carried out by the Macdonald symmetric polynomials. Let
 = (
1




     
N
 0 be a partition and denote the Macdonald symmetric polynomial by P

(z; p; t).






































































(z; p; t): (23)
The model thus can be regarded as an ideal gas of N relativistic pseudo-particles with the pseudo-rapidities (22).


























corresponding to the empty partition  = . The ground



























(j = 1; 2; ::; N ), where 
F
= g(N   1)=Lc.
The dynamical density-density correlation functions as well as one-particle Green function can be evaluated by
making use of the Macdonald symmetric polynomial. We here summarize the results. To each partition , we assign
a Young diagram D() = f(i; j)j1  i  l(); 1  j  
i




be the conjugate partition of . For




() = j  1, l() = 
0
j
  i and l
0
() = i  1. Then
we have









































































































































































) vanishes if the diagram
D() contains the lattice point (s + 1; r + 1)(resp.(s; r + 1)). According to the same argument as by Ha in CSM
[11], this indicates that in the thermodynamic limit, only the states which contains minimal r quasi-hole excitations
accompanied by s(resp. s   1) quasi-particles can contribute as the intermediate states in (26) (resp.(27)). One can
thus conclude that the excitations of the model obey the fractional exclusion statistics a la Haldane [12] as in CSM
[11].
Furthermore, the exact spectrums (21) allows one to analyze the nite-size scaling of the model in the thermody-
























and v = c sh
gn
c
are the ground state energy density and the velocity of the elementary
excitation, respectively. In comparison with the general theory [13], one may suspect that the central charge is given
by g. However this is not the correct identication [14]. The central charge should be identied with 1. This can
be justied by calculating the low temperature expansion of the free energy from (24). Instead, we here justify it
by deriving the whole conformal dimensions associated with the elementary excitations. These can be obtained by
evaluating the dierences of the total energy and momentum from the groung state eigenvalues under the change of
the particle number (by N ) and the transfer of the D particles from the left Fermi point to the right one [14].
We hence obtain the nite-size corrections








































= v=g are the chemical potential and the Fermi momentum, respectively. We here modied
the argument by Kawakami and Yang by considering the ux excitations  associated with the change of the particle




) excitations, we nally



























Remarkablly, the result does not depend on c. Note that the ux carried by a particle is g as in CSM [15] so that





































= 0 can be regarded as the conformal dimensions
of the U (1) primary elds in the C = 1 Gaussian theory. From the results (26) and (27), we also have succeeded
to obtain the thermodynamic limit of the dynamical correlation functions and their asymptotic form. The critical
exponents thus obtained agree with Ha's results [11] as well as those obtained from h

with assignment N = 0 for
the density correlation and N = 1 for one-particle Green function. One can thus conclude that the model possesses
the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid property [16].
In the case with the special coupling g = 2, the Gaussian theory is known to become the level-1 su(2) Wess-Zumino-
Witten theory. This feature is consistent with the results in Ref. [6], where the setting t = p
2
, is inevitable to dene








In comparison with CSM, our model possesses one extra paprmeter c. The ultra relativistic limit c! 0 is especially
interesting. There one has a decoupling of the left and right-movers. In addition, the limit g ! 0 with g=c xed
reduces the Macdonald polynomial to the Hall-Littlewood function [9]. This suggests that a certain mathematical
structre remains in this limit [17]. The detailed investigation will be discussed elsewhere.
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